
Solve this thrilling mystery tale with FRANCY DROO! 

Clue-hunting and puzzles await you in new visual novelette, The Mystery of the Missing Mother-in-Law 

Store page: http://oharock.itch.io/francy-droo-and-the-mystery-of-the-missing-mother-in-law 

Screenshots: https://www.dropbox.com/s/do07ip6kkkxfla3/Francy-Droo-Mother-

screenshots.zip 

Carla Gomez is overbearing, uncooperative, and on the last nerve of basically everyone at her 
daughter's wedding—so when she goes missing, leaving behind only a poorly-spelled ransom 
note (or possibly an order for takeout; it's hard to tell), everyone is a suspect. 

It's up to substitute bridesmaid and kind-of, sort-of detective Francine "Francy" Droo (and her 
awkward friend Katie) to figure out whodunit, before the wedding bells can ring. Was it the 
groom? The priest? The butler? (There is no butler, but still...)  

Solve challenging puzzles! Question suspects! Make your accusation, and find the missing mom. 
There's a mystery to solve! 

From the developers of My Nigerian Prince comes a new visual novelette that's part parody, 
part mystery, and all sassery.  

Features 

 BEND THE UNIVERSE TO YOUR WILL. If you can prove they did it, they probably did! 

 Full-motion video! Voice acting! Logic puzzles! 

 Story by popular YouTuber (and sassy teen detective) Michael "arglefumph" Gray. 

 Six possible endings! (That's 25 cents per ending.) 

 The perfect Mothers' Day gift that says "Mom, I'm glad nobody's kidnapped you." 

About Oh, a Rock! Studios 

Oh, a Rock! Studios is an indie game-development studio/loosely connected group of friends 

that makes funny, weird, sincere adventure games and visual novelettes. It was founded in 

2014 by award-winning beard enthusiast Paul Franzen, who also served as lead writer/designer 

on Moment Games' point-and-clicker Life in the Dorms. Our first title was My Nigerian Prince, a 

short, romantic game about spam e-mail which debuted late last year. For more information, 

check out http://www.oharock.com. 

Contact 

Paul Franzen 

Studio head (Oh, a Rock! Studios) 

paul@oharock.com 
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